
Prisma Cloud Privacy Datasheet
The purpose of this document is to provide customers of Palo Alto Networks with information
needed to assess the impact of this service on their overall privacy posture by detailing how personal
information may be captured, processed , and stored by and within the service.1

Product Summary

Prisma® Cloud is the industry’s most comprehensive cloud native security platform with the
broadest security and compliance coverage—for applications, data, and the entire cloud native
technology stack—throughout the development lifecycle and across multi-cloud and hybrid-cloud
environments. Prisma Cloud’s integrated approach enables security operations and DevOps teams
to stay agile, collaborate effectively, and accelerate cloud native application development and
deployment securely.

Prisma Cloud is available in two editions: Prisma Cloud Enterprise Edition and Prisma Cloud
Compute Edition. Prisma Cloud Compute Edition is self-hosted software that customers deploy,
manage, and update on their own. It does not send data to Palo Alto Networks. This document is
only applicable to Prisma Cloud Enterprise Edition, which is a SaaS solution run and managed by
Palo Alto Networks.

References to Prisma Cloud in this document are for Prisma Cloud Enterprise Edition. Prisma Cloud
provides security capabilities via a number of modules:

● Visibility, Compliance, and Governance—provides asset inventory of cloud resources,
configuration checking, compliance management, infrastructure-as-code scanning, and
automated investigation and remediation.

● Host, Container, and Serverless Security—provides vulnerability management, compliance,
run- time security, access control, and automated response.

● Web Application and API Security—provides protection for front-end web applications and
APIs from web attacks, DOS attacks, API abuse, and bot protection.

● Data Security—provides data classification, malware scanning, and governance for cloud
storage services.

● IAM Security—provides visibility into effective permissions, monitoring risky and unused
privileges, and automatic response.

● Cloud Code Security - provides detection and remediation for cloud security issues present
in infrastructure-as-code files with the use of policies, scan engine and integrations with
different CI/CD tools, IDEs, Git repositories

● Identity-Based Microsegmentation—provides visibility into network communications
between workloads and enforces microsegmentation to prevent lateral movement of attacks.

1 In this document, we adopt the broad definition of “processing” that appears at Article 4(2) of the General Data Protection
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR): "'processing' means any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data
or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means …”, which includes, but is not limited to the following
non-exhaustive series of examples: "collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination,
restriction, erasure or destruction."
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Information Processed by Prisma Cloud

Figure 1: Prisma Cloud data flow

Visibility, Compliance, and Governance Module
When a customer uses Prisma Cloud’s Visibility, Compliance , and Governance module, they need to
grant Prisma Cloud read access to the customer’s account in the cloud service provider (CSP), such
as AWS®, Azure®, Google Cloud Platform (GCP®), Alibaba Cloud, and Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
(OCI). Prisma Cloud then uses the CSP’s API to pull the configuration, user activity, and network
traffic of the customer account and stores this information in Prisma Cloud for analysis.

Table 1: Information Processed by Visibility, Compliance, and Governance Module

Data Categories Data Attributes May Include
Personal Information

Config
data/metadata

Resource/workload configuration and system settings
Yes, config data
includes identity

and access
management
entities that

contain email
addresses

Policy
Rules of operation and security mechanism
constraints; includes runtime models for app work
loads, which are auto-generated by the system

No
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Audit logs

Users’ activities in the cloud include (if provided by the CSP)-

• Name
• Email
• IP address

Operations performed in the cloud and captured by the
cloud service provider, such as services touched, created,
updated, read, deleted, etc.

Workload activities that violate policy. Audits include:

• Entity ID
• Entity name

Yes

Network flow logs
(based on

configuration)

Source IP, destination IP, ports bytes exchanged, and other
information typically provided in the network flow logs by
different cloud providers

Yes

Vulnerabilities
and compliance

issues
(based on

configuration)

Metadata includes Finding Name, Title, Status, Severity,
Last Update, etc.

Note: Findings are grouped into per-resource scan reports

No

Incident

Collection of audits, resource metadata, and forensics data
from the hosts where incidents occurred.

Note: Resource metadata includes hostname, image
name, container name, and container ID. Forensics data
includes a supplemental window of runtime information
around the time of the incident, including processes
spawned, binaries created on the file system, and network
connections established.

No

Prisma Cloud
console audit

logs

Email addresses of the Prisma Cloud administrators and the
operations performed by the same. Yes

Host, Container, and Serverless Security Modules
Prisma Cloud processes data for a customer’s containers, serverless functions, orchestrators (like
Kubernetes®), and hosts when the Defenders (security agents) are deployed in the user’s
public, private, or hybrid cloud compute environment.

Table 2: Information Processed by Host, Container, and Serverless Security Modules

Data Categories Data Attributes May Include Personal
Information

Config
data/metadata

Resource/workload configurations
Yes, config data
includes identity

and access
management

entities that contain
email addresses
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Vulnerabilities and
compliance issues

(based on
configuration)

Metadata includes Finding Name, Title, Status, Severity,
Last Update, etc.

Findings are grouped into per-resource scan reports

No

Incident

Collection of audits, resource metadata, and forensics data
from the hosts where incidents occurred.

Note: Resource metadata includes hostname,
imagename, container name, and container ID.
Forensics data includes a supplemental window of
runtime information around the time of the incident,
including processes spawned, binaries created on the
file system, and network connections established.

No

Policy
Rules of operation and security mechanism constraints
include runtime models for app workloads
auto-generated by the system

Yes, config data
includes identity

and access
management

entities that contain
email addresses

Network Source IP, destination IP, ports, metadata about the
container/ host that are connected or communicating with
each other

Yes

Web Application and API Security (WAAS) Module
Prisma Cloud processes data from a customer’s web applications and APIs it protects that are
deployed on hosts, in containers, and with serverless functions in the customer’s public, private, or
hybrid cloud compute environment.

Table 3: Information Processed by WAAS Module
Data Categories Data Attributes May Include Personal

Information

Application
Source IP, destination server/IP/DNS, application
domain names, path, including API paths, ports,
bytes exchanged, and other information
typically part of the HTTP request headers and
first 1K of request body

Yes

Data Security Module
Prisma Cloud reads objects from a customer’s Amazon S3 buckets for which the customer has
enabled access, stores those objects temporarily in Prisma Cloud’s own S3 buckets, and sends those
objects to two Palo Alto Networks services: 1. Enterprise DLP service to identify sensitive data in the
objects (e.g., PII, financial information) and 2. WildFire® to scan the objects for malware. Results from
analysis by these services (“verdicts”) are returned to Prisma Cloud. For DLP, verdicts include, as
applicable, whether the object is flagged as sensitive or not, data type, and which data pattern
matched. For WildFire, verdicts include whether the object was identified as malware or not.
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Table 4: Information Processed by Data Security Module

Data Categories Data
Attributes

May Include Personal
Information

S3 objects
Anything that customers store in S3 from PDFs to
Microsoft Office files to text files to Windows
executables, Linux binaries, video, images, etc.

Yes, if the S3 object
itself contains

personal
information such as

PDF, Microsoft
Office files, text

files, etc.

Metadata on S3
buckets and objects
such as BucketACL,
Bucket Policy, Tags,

Object ACL, etc.

Data that helps Prisma Cloud determine metadata
and content changes supporting continuous
exposure and content analysis

No

Storage data events
Storage access data events (CloudTrail) are used as a
trigger mechanism by Prisma Cloud to pick up any
content or metadata changes in an efficient and
cost-effective manner.

Yes, CloudTrail events
contain temporary
AWS assumed role
credentials. Prisma

Cloud does not
persist any of these

files and only utilizes
this for identifying

changed files.

IAM Security Module
Prisma Cloud IAM Security helps customers address the security challenges of managing IAM in
cloud environments. Prisma Cloud IAM Security capabilities automatically calculate effective
permissions across cloud service providers, detect overly broad access permissions, and suggest
corrections to reach least privilege entitlements. It includes out-of-the-box policies that govern IAM
best practices to help customers identify risky permissions and get to the ideal set of privileges for
their deployments.

Table 5: Information Processed by IAM
Security Module

Data Categories Data
Attributes

May Include Personal
Information

Cloud permissions Resource/workload/identity IAM permissions
Yes, permissions

include identity and
access

management
entities that contain

email addresses,
names, usernames

IDP
config/metadata

IDP users, IDP groups, IDP applications, IDP
application configuration

Yes, data contains
email addresses
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IAM events IAM events (CloudTrail) are used

Yes, CloudTrail
events contain

temporary AWS
assumed role

credentials, email
addresses,

usernames, groups,
names. Prisma
Cloud does not

persist any of these
files and only

utilizes this for
identifying actual
permission usage.

Cloud Code Security Module
Prisma Cloud Code Security Module helps customers identify cloud security issues in infrastructure
as code (Terraform, CloudFormation templates, Helm charts, etc.) with the use of security policies,
scan engine, and integrations with CI/CD tools, IDE, and Git repositories. The Cloud Code Security
module also offers remediation instructions as well as remediation in the form of automated pull
requests and commits for multiple such security issues. The Cloud Code Security module needs to
be enabled by customers explicitly in the Prisma Cloud settings area.

Table 5: Information Processed by Cloud
Code Security Module

Data
Categories

Data Attributes May Include
Personal

Information

Infrastructure
as Code

Infrastructure as code present in Git code repositories or
shared with the tool manually via Checkov CLI or CLI
based integrations that include the API key

No

Policy
Rules of operation and security mechanism
constraints; includes default policies that are
mapped to different compliance standards and
custom policies added to the platform

No

Identity-Based Microsegmentation Module
Prisma Cloud processes data for a customer’s containers, orchestrators (like Kubernetes®), and hosts
when the Enforcers (security agents) are deployed in the user’s public, private, or hybrid cloud
compute environment.

Table 2: Information Processed by Identity-Based Microsegmentation Module

Data Categories Data Attributes May Include Personal
Information

Metadata Metadata about the container/ host including cloud
metadata and host system information.

Users can configure custom tags to help identify
workloads

Yes, if the user inputs a
custom tag containing
personal information.
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Logs and Events Source IP, Destination IP, DNS resolution, hostnames,
ports, metadata about the container/host that are
connected or communicating with each other

Data about the agent including CPU and memory
consumption

No

Purpose of Data Processing
Prisma Cloud collects data to run against predefined security policies and customer-defined,
custom security policies to monitor configurations; monitor and analyze host, container,
serverless activities, network traffic as well as entity and user behavior, detect security
vulnerabilities; and address compliance. Prisma Cloud provides alerts about:

● Misconfigurations, such as exposed cloud storage instances, open security groups, etc.
● Advanced network threats, such as cryptojacking, data exfiltration, and host compromise
● Anomalous user behavior
● Stolen access keys, account compromise, and malicious insiders
● Vulnerabilities and compliance issues in compute workloads like container images,

serverless functions, and hosts
● Suspicious and anomalous runtime activity in apps deployed in compute workloads
● Protection at Layer 3-4 and Layer 7 for compute workloads, web applications, and APIs

against threats
● Publicly exposed objects with sensitive data or objects that contain malware
● Visibility of IAM effective permissions to resources in the cloud accounts, monitoring

unused and otherwise risky privileges
● Exposed credentials in code repositories

The purpose of data processing is to highlight violations of company policies, detect security
vulnerabilities in the public cloud, and remediate detected risks.

Regional Storage and Subprocessors
Prisma Cloud runs partly on Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).
Prisma Cloud’s Visibility, Governance, and Compliance module runs in AWS data centers located in
Australia, Germany, China, Singapore, Ireland, United Kingdom, Canada, and the United States
(including AWS GovCloud). Prisma Cloud’s Host, Container, Serverless Security and WAAS modules
run in GCP’s data centers located in the United States, Canada, Japan, Germany, Singapore, and
Australia.

Customers can request storage of data collected by Prisma Cloud in one of the regional centers.
Prisma Cloud’s Data Security module currently runs in AWS data centers located in the United
States and Germany. Prisma Cloud’s IAM Security module runs in AWS data centers located in
Australia, Germany, China, Singapore, Ireland, Canada, and the United States (including AWS
GovCloud).

Subprocessors that provide non-hosting solutions include: Databricks (U.S.) for reporting and
analytics infrastructure, Honeycomb (Hound Technology Inc.) (U.S.) for performance measurement
and log analysis, and Pendo.io (U.S.) for application analytics.

Our Privacy Practices

Palo Alto Networks captures, processes, stores, and protects personal information in accordance
with our Privacy Policy and product Privacy Data Sheets. Our Trust Center provides numerous
privacy resources, including descriptions of our privacy practices related to the California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
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our subprocessors, and our U.S. Cloud Act Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ). For further
information about the ways in which our products support customer GDPR compliance, please
visit: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/legal-notices/gdpr.

The Palo Alto Networks platform supports a defense-in-depth security model to help protect the
customer’s data at all stages of its lifecycle, in transit, in memory, and at rest, as well as through key
management. Please refer to the Trust 360 white paper for further information.

Customers’ Privacy Options
Palo Alto Networks designs its products to support our customers’ compliance with global data
protection and compliance obligations. It does this by addressing threat intelligence and security
challenges at the application, network, and endpoint levels, and in the cloud. In addition, Palo Alto
Networks offers product features that help our customers meet their EU GDPR and other legal
compliance goals. Such features include, but are not limited to: data localization options, policy
enforcement, access controls, logging capabilities, individual rights processing, and cross-border
data transfer mechanisms.

Access and Disclosure

Access by Customers
Customers’ system administrators can access raw data collected and processed by Prisma Cloud,
as well as alerts generated by Prisma Cloud, through the Prisma Cloud console or an API. For
subscribers of the Data Security module, the customer’s system administrator can view the
verdicts returned from the DLP and WildFire services through the Prisma Cloud console. For
subscribers of the IAM Security module, customers can view the IAM effective permissions, actual
permission usage and configurations from the integrated IDP services. Customers can also
configure and manage role-based access through the Prisma Cloud console to allow users other
than system administrators to access data in Prisma Cloud.

Access by Palo Alto Networks
Access to Prisma Cloud data is restricted to the DevOps, data center, and analytics teams, as well
as customer support teams, when a support case is opened. Time-limited, temporary access may
be granted to developers for the purposes of troubleshooting, solving issues, and improving the
effectiveness of security protections. Threat research and data science teams routinely access
sample data for the purposes of improving security capabilities in the product. Additionally, we
apply a business-need-to-know policy to maintain privacy and protect confidentiality.

Palo Alto Networks may disclose or use aggregated or de-identified personal information for any
lawful purpose in accordance with our privacy policies and other privacy disclosures.

Retention
Audit logs from cloud providers and Prisma Cloud audit logs older than 120 days are regularly
purged from the live system, as are flow logs older than 45 days. This data is retained in an
archived, encrypted form for the duration of the customer contract. Alerts associated with active
cloud accounts are currently kept for the duration of the service. When cloud accounts are deleted
from Prisma Cloud, the associated alerts are held for an additional 24 hours after which they are
permanently deleted. Configuration of assets active in the cloud environment is retained for the
duration of the service as well. Upon termination of the service, data in live systems is stored for up
to 60 days, after which it will be deleted from live systems. Purge of backup data may take up to an
additional 60 days.
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For the Prisma Cloud Data Security module, the customer’s S3 objects are also processed by Palo
Alto Networks Enterprise DLP and WildFire services. When the customer’s S3 objects are sent to
DLP for analysis, these objects are stored temporarily in Prisma Cloud’s S3 buckets for less than 24
hours, and then purged. DLP does not retain any data after it provides a data classification verdict
on the customers’ files. The files processed follow the standard retention periods used for WildFire.

Security

AWS and GCP provide the physical and environmental security controls for the Prisma Cloud
infrastructure.  The controls of AWS and GCP are excluded from the scope of this privacy datasheet.
For information about security protections in the data centers where Prisma Cloud data resides,
please see the Google Compliance resource center at https://cloud.google.com/security/compliance
and the AWS Compliance resource center at https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/.

Palo Alto Networks has achieved SOC 2 Type II Plus and ISO 27001 certification for Prisma Cloud to
demonstrate its strong security policies and internal controls environment. Furthermore, the
service is hosted in SOC 2 Type II certified data centers. Please visit Palo Alto Networks’ technical
certifications page to learn more about the full range of ISO and other certifications that apply to
Prisma Cloud: https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/legal-notices/trust-center/tech-certs.

The Trust 360 Program details the security, compliance, and privacy controls in place to protect our
customers’ most sensitive data. Further information about Palo Alto Networks’ security safeguards
is available here. These safeguards include firewall technology, an intrusion detection system, and
network segmentation. Each respective customer is responsible for ensuring physical, technical,
and administrative security measures are in place to protect data and must meet all applicable
privacy and security standards required by their organization.

Resources

You may visit this directory of all of our available product privacy data sheets or view other
selected product resources below:

● Prisma Cloud at a Glance Prisma
● Prisma Cloud on GCP datasheet
● Prisma Cloud on Azure datasheet Prisma
● WildFire resource page: paloaltonetworks.com/products/secure-the-network/wildfire
● Enterprise DLP resource page: paloaltonetworks.com/enterprise-data-loss-prevention

About This Datasheet

The information provided with this paper that concerns technical or professional subject matter is
for general awareness only, may be subject to change, and does not constitute legal or professional
advice, nor warranty of fitness for a particular purpose or compliance with applicable laws.

3000 Tannery Way
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Main: +1.408.753.4000
Sales: +1.866.320.4788
Support: +1.866.898.9087

www.paloaltonetworks.c
om

© 2022 Palo Alto Networks, Inc. Palo Alto Networks is a registered trademark of Palo Alto Networks.
A list of our trademarks can be found at https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/company/trademarks.html.
All other marks mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective companies.
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